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INCOMPAS to Host The 2018 INCOMPAS Show in Las Vegas 
 

Annual Event Rescheduled to October 29-31 at ARIA Resort & Casino 
 

WASHINGTON, D.C. – INCOMPAS, the internet and competitive networks association, today announced that it will 
host The 2018 INCOMPAS Show at the ARIA Resort & Casino in Las Vegas, Monday, October 29 through 
Wednesday, October 31.  
 
"We are excited to return to Las Vegas and bring The INCOMPAS Show back to the ARIA Resort," said INCOMPAS 
CEO Chip Pickering. "Las Vegas has historically been one of our best performing destinations, and with recent 
upgrades to both its convention space and guest rooms, the ARIA is an ideal destination for The 2018 INCOMPAS 
Show. We look forward to bringing together our cutting-edge network, service and content providers with prospective 
business partners and vendors as we meet in Las Vegas this October." 
 
The 2018 INCOMPAS Show is being relocated from its previously scheduled venue in San Francisco because of 
renovations that will impact public areas of that facility.  
 
In Las Vegas, The INCOMPAS Show will continue to deliver the same valuable benefits to members, exhibitors, 
sponsors and attendees alike. With its streamlined format, dynamic exhibit hall and a central gathering place, The 
INCOMPAS Show is optimized to make the most of your valuable time, facilitating meaningful exchanges that lead to 
business deals and pipeline building. Attendees will have access to multiple networking opportunities in both formal 
and social settings, industry-relevant educational sessions and the popular INCOMPAS Show Buyers Forum, which 
offers a targeted opportunity for buyers and sellers to connect. 
 
WHAT: The 2018 INCOMPAS Show 
 
WHEN: Monday, October 29 – Wednesday, October 31 
 
WHERE:  ARIA Resort & Casino 
 Las Vegas 
 
TENTATIVE  Monday – Educational sessions, Opening Night Party in Exhibit Hall 
SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Exhibit Hall and Deal Center Open, Buyers Forum, Networking 
 Wednesday – Exhibit Hall and Deal Center Open, Buyers Forum, Closing Party 
 
For more information about The 2018 INCOMPAS Show, visit show.incompas.org.  If you have questions about 
exhibiting, sponsoring or securing meeting space, email Samantha Edidin at sedidin@incompas.org. 
  

***** 
 

About INCOMPAS 
INCOMPAS, the internet and competitive networks association, is the leading trade association advocating for 
competition policy across all networks. INCOMPAS represents internet, streaming, communications and technology 
companies large and small, advocating for laws and policies that promote competition, innovation and economic 
development. Learn more at www.incompas.org or follow us on Twitter @INCOMPAS.  


